
MODEL FEATURES SPECS

BENQ W1200

Very bright overall, with exceptionally bright 

“best mode”, and above average overall 

brightness Color performance is good, for the 

class, very good post calibration Better black 

level performance than most entry level 

priced projectors 2500/4000 lamp life – better 

than average but some competition does 

better still Built-in speaker – with reasonable 

sound! Picture In Picture, and side by side 

sources Solid feel, finish. Professional looking 

projector More lens zoom range than most of 

the competition – for better placement 

flexibility than competing DLP’s but still no 

match for a good LCD in this regard – such as 

the Epson Home Cinema 8350 Physically small 

enough and light enough to double for 

portable business use Competent for business 

and education use, though primarily for home.

Technology-DLP;Native Resolution-

1920x1080;Brightness 1800;Contrast - 

5000:1 ; Zoom Lens Ratio1.50:1 Lens Shift - 

Yes ; Lamp Life 2500 hours at full power, 

4000 hours in eco modeWeight7.9

BENQ W1070+

Home entertainment is only a push of a 

button away! BenQ W1070+ home video 

projector is a full home entertainment 

package. Featuring cinema-grade image 

quality, exceptional audio performance and 

delightfully easy installation - side projection 

feature and short-throw technology to give 

you 100” of 1080p uncompressed Full HD fun, 

it can turn any living room into an instant 

home cinema that can be enjoyed by the 

whole family.

2200lm Full HD Blu-ray 3D Support

Short-Throw Projection (100"@2.5m)

Side Projection with Horizontal Keystone 

Correction

Lens Shift for Extra Installation Freedom

10W Immersive Sound Performance

BENQ HOME THEATER PROJECTORS



W2000

W2000 takes the home cinema experience to 

a new level thanks to BenQ technology that 

achieves the Rec. 709 standard for high-

definition color reproduction. W2000 is 

precisely calibrated for cinematic color with 

Rec.709, utilizing a 6X RGBRGB color wheel 

with precision-tuned coating and color 

segments to replicate stunningly true colors 

and a superb viewing experience.

Rec. 709 HDTV Standard for Finest 

Cinematic Color

Vertical Lens Shift for Extra Installation 

Freedom

Side Projection with 2D Keystone

Two Enhanced Chamber Speakers (Powered 

by MaxxAudio) with Audio Enhancer

Ultra-Modern Design & Low Acoustic Noise 

of 27dBA

W3000

W3000 takes the home cinema experience to 

a new level thanks to BenQ technology that 

achieves the Rec. 709 standard for high-

definition color reproduction. W3000 with 

CinemaMaster, advanced video and audio-

enhancing technologies, is precisely calibrated 

for cinematic color with Rec.709, utilizing a 6X 

RGBRGB color wheel with precision-tuned 

coating and color segments to replicate 

stunningly true colors and a superb viewing 

experience.

Rec. 709 HDTV Standard for Finest 

Cinematic Color

CinemaMaster with Advanced Video and 

Audio-enhancing Technologies

ISFccc®Certification

1.6X Big Zoom with H/V Lens Shift

Side Projection with 2D Keystone


